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Abstract 
Among recent  m ultimedia i maging s ystems single  chi p 
cameras ar e do minating over  t hree chip cameras. The si ngle 
chip cameras wi th a CF A as a color splitt ing system provide 
the R G  B  im ages with  m utually d ifferent an d in complete 
sampling. The calculation of f ull resolut ion R  G B im ages 
brings some problems and selected interpolation technique can 
affect the f inal image qual ity v ery s ignificantly. This pape r 
summarizes experimental results and performance comparison 
for four  recent CF A in terpolation techniques. Having th e 
reference with  re constructed im ages ava ilable, th e 
performance of  each technique has  bee n evaluated by 
objective criteria - both PSNR and SSIM. 
Index Terms: demosaicing, Bayer patter, CFA, mosaic image, 
image quality 

1. Introduction 
Almost all im aging s ystems are  designed as tr ichromatic. At 
present, al l c ameras us e onl y one ch ip to  capture co lor 
information b ecause th e condition of  ex act matching o f 
scanning r asters is v ery d ifficult to be  sat isfied espe cially in 
terms of ver y h igh resolution chips (CCD).  Misma tching of 
scanning rasters leads to smearing a final image; the Foveon® 
solves this prob lem b y m anufacturing a  spec ial silicon chip. 
This chip separates red, green and blue part of visible light in 
different levels of silicon substrate. In most cases, a planar on-
chip color splitting system is used to separate the red, blue and 
green channel. The color filter array known as CFA created on 
the chip is use d for spat ial sa mpling and color separa tion 
together. Th erefore each  pixel can capture infor mation abou t 
one pr imary co lor. This image i s ca lled as  a  mosaic image. 
The most spread CF A structur e is known as a Bayer pattern 
[1] (see Figure 1 (a)).  As you can see, th is pattern con tains 
twice more green color pixels because this color contains most 
information about luminance and therefore abou t details in  a  
scene. Th ese additive co lors used in  the  Ba yer CF A are 
manufactured b y ov erlaying filters con taining subtractive 
color. Henc e th e CFA b ased on  the  a dditive co lors  are l ess 
sensitive than CFA based on sub tractive colors [2] (see Figure 
1 (b)). On the  other hand, using CFA based on additive colors 
is m ore pract ical bec ause a ll display units ar e based on th e 
same color  model and the processing R GB is less 
computationally complex. Usag e of some of mention ed CFA 
type dep ends only  on  the manufactur er – to  find more 
important higher sensitivity or less computational complexity. 
For instance DSLR NikonD700 uses Bayer pattern unlike the 
DSLR Kodak DCS620x exploiting CMY CFA [2]. 

In order  to reconstruct a fu ll color image, th e m issing 
color informatio n must b e computed  b y an algo rithm known 
as demosaicing. In  li terature, many int erpolation a lgorithms 
have been already presented. The earliest proposed techniques 
were based on well-known interpolation techniques as nearest 

neighbor, bilinear interpolation, bicub ic in terpolation. These 
techniques were not able to provide high- level performance. 
Therefore, ano ther t echniques exploiting f eature of image 
known as inter -channel (sub-band) correlation were proposed. 
Alleyson in  [3]  proposed an algorithm based  o n the human 
visual system (HVS) per ception. This algorithm exploits th e 
inter-channel correlation to  co mpute the  f inal im age b y a 
summation of chrominance and luminance; both chrominance 
and luminance a re computed d irectly from the mosaic image 
by prop er filter ing. Better r esults can be ach ieved b y using  
adaptive m ethods changing th eir com putation according the  
content of input image. Su in [4] proposed th e wavelet-based 
algorithm explo iting the in ter-channel corr elation. The nex t 
improvement can be achieved b y a d irectional i nterpolation; 
interpolation alo ng the edges is more eff ective than  across  
them, be cause the s ignal a long the edges co ntains lower  
frequency components which are better reconstructed. Another 
approach proposed by Hirakawa mentioned in [5] exploiting a 
directional interpolation with  sub-band correlation. This 
algorithm cr eates two full color im ages (hori zontally and  
vertically d irected interpolation is  us ed) whi ch l eads to two 
estimated c andidates for  ea ch color in  e ach p ixel lo cation. 
Then utilized the local homogeneity of the image in each pixel 
location to de cide which  c andidate in each pi xel location is 
better. The a nother a lgorithm utilizing the sub-band  
correlation and  directional in terpolation was proposed  by 
Menon [6] . This algo rithm creates two (h orizontal an d 
vertical) full-res olution g reen channels. The decision which  
green information of  them was used in  each pixel location is  
chosen according to  th e grad ient map. H aving r econstructed 
full-resolution green channel, the reconstruction of the red and 
blue chann els utili zing sub-band correlation is perfomed. 
Chung in [7] proposed the novel approach combining the edge 
information with adaptive heterogeniety projection in order to  
decide how  m uch of  th e inf ormation from  each of  four  
adjacent p ixels will b e used  to r econstruction of  missing 
information in the pixel placed in the center of adjacent pixels. 

The goal  of  th is s tudy is to co mpare th e perfo rmance o f 
selected algorithms; bilinear interpolation, algorithm proposed 
by Alleyseon [3 ], Hirakawa [5] , Menon [6]  and Chung [7] . 

     
  (a)     (b) 

Figure 1: CFA patterns, 
(a) Bayer pattern, 
(b) CMY pattern. 
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The special synthetic image was used for this purpose and two 
objective criteria, P SNR and  S SIM were us ed for the  
performance evaluation. 

The con tent of  th is p aper is  organized as fo llows. I n 
section 2,  the se lected interpolation algorithms are d escribed. 
Section 3 is de dicated to the p reparation for testing. In  th is 
chapter, the  s ynthetic image g enerating, th e d escription of  
objective criteria and d etails of subject ive testing is 
mentioned. Furthermore, the chosen obj ective cr iteria ar e 
discussed. The performance of chosen algorithm is presented 
in section 4. The reconstru ction of spatial fr equencies is  
discussed in chapter 5. Fin ally, in th e last six th chap ter w e 
report the conclusion. 

 

2. Interpolation algorithms to be 
evaluated 

This ch apter is dedicated to  de tailed descriptio n of selected  
algorithms. The bilinear interpolation was used a s a ref erence 
to g ive some id ea about the p erformance of  simple  
interpolation technique. 

2.1. Linear demosaicing inspired by human 
visual system 

This approach is based on a reconstruction of full resolution 
luminance image directly from the  mosaic image utilizing the 
inter-channel correlation. All eysson [3]  claim s tha t spat ial 
information abo ut lum inance is  preserved with  a full spatia l 
resolution in spi te of re tina sam pling and th at t he chrom atic 
information is sub-sampled. T his im plies th at the  ret ina 
samples color i nformation as  t he s ingle ch ip camera with 
CFA. Therefore  the mosaic image can be expressed as 
summation of full-resolu tion luminance and sub-sampled 
chrominance (c hrominance is  a differ ence be tween co lor 
information and  lum inance). Furtherm ore, th e inform ation 
about the fu ll-resolution luminance can be recovered d irectly 
by filtering the mosaic image. Alleysson in [3] proved that the 
full-resolution luminance is in  fact the  region placed into  the 
center of  mosaic image spec trum a nd t he c hrominance 
represents the other r egions p laced on the b order of the 
frequency domain. Th e filter us ed to recover the luminance 
from the mosaic image with the spectrum of the mosaic image 
is shown in Figure 2, where fx and fy are the spatial frequencies 
in horizontal and vertical dir ection, res pectively. Th e 1/2 
denotes the half of the sampling frequency, which is given b y 
the resolution of the chip. A magnitude frequency spectrum of 
a mosaic image is used for be tter demonstration of suppressed  
parts. The filter  was designed t o recover the central part as  
precisely as possible when the computational demands are 
moderate; for more details about filter design see in [3] . After 
computing the full-resolution luminance, this part is subtracted 
from the mosaic image in ord er to obtain th e sub-sampled  

chrominance information. Th e full-resolution  chrominance 
information is  computed fro m sub-sa mpled chrominance 
information by the interpolation; the low-pass fi ltering can be 
used. Note tha t the chrominance contains only low frequency 
componets due to the high inte r-channel correlation. The full 
color im age is  com puted b y adding the luminance and 
chrominance. N ote, the  full-r esolution co lor channels are  
composed of f ull-resolution lu minance and f ull-resolution 
assigned chrom inance. The performance of this approach 
depends on the filter design an d the interpo lation techniqu e 
used to recover the full-resolution chrominance s ignal. In our  
case, the bilinear interpolation is used. 
 

2.2. Adaptive homogeneity directed demosaicing 
algorithm 

This approach proposed by  Hirakawa [5 ] exploits the sub-
band correlation . Becaus e of hi gh correlation b etween color 
channels, the di fference im age (difference betw een red and  
green channel o r between blue and green chan nel) contains 
mostly low fr equency com ponents. The hig h frequency  
components con tained in the di fference image are related to 
edges in the  picture. The red and blue channels are 
reconstructed from the differen ce image and full-resolution 
green channel. The s trategy fo r estimation of r ed channel is 
shown in Fig ure 3. This meth od described in  [5 ] use s an 
indicator to choose between  horizontally  or vertically  
interpolated intensities instead of choosing the interpolation  
direction based on edge indicators,  which are used in the edge-
directed interpolation. For c hoosing between h orizontally or  
vertically inter polated intensities, the sim ilarity of th e 
luminance and chrominance with in a small neighboring area of 
the pixel in question is exploite d. The R, G and B channels are 
firstly interpolated horizontally and vertically by exploiting the 
inter-channel correlation, thus, the each m issing color sa mple 
in R, B and G channel can be chos en from the horizontal IH or 
vertical IV full c olor reconstructed im age, respectivel y. Since 
the decision between using  horizontally  or vertically  
interpolated pix el is done in  th e CIELAB space, both of the 
horizontally and  vertically  images have to  be c onverted into 
this s pace. The decis ion is  bas ed on a local hom ogeneity, 
which is measured by the total number of pixels located within 
small neighbori ng area which are similar in luminance and  
chrominance to the pixel to be interpolated. W hen the value of 
Euclidean dista nce between two pixels is lower than a  
threshold, these pixels are considered as similar. Following this 
strategy, e ach p ixel is chosen  whether fro m th e horizontally  
interpolated im age or from verticall y int erpolated im age and 
the full-color re constructed image is obtained. All three color 
information in each pixel loca tion are chos en either from 
horizontally IH or vertically IV reconstructed full color im age. 
For more details, see in [5].  

The last step of this algorithm is a refining of reconstructed 
image. In this  s tep the interpolat ion artifacts  are reduced and  
the signal to noise ratio is improved. 

  

Figure 3: Estimation of red color channel. 

 
Figure 2: Transfer function of filter used to recover 

luminance directly from mosaic image. 
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2.3. Demosaicing with directional filtering and a 
posteriori decision 

This approach proposed by  Menon [6 ] exploits t he inter-
channel correlation. At first st ep the horizontal and vertical 
full-resolution green color ch annels are reconstructed b y 
exploiting the inter-channel cor relation with h orizontal and 
vertical edge-d irected interpo lation, res pectively. After 
reconstructing b oth, horizontal and vertical, full-resolution 
green color cha nnels, the decis ion is  m ade to select th e right 
direction of interpolation wh ich gives better  results. The 
interpolation along the edge s is more effective than 
interpolation acr oss the m becaus e the gradient of adjacent  
pixels is smaller than the gradient located across the edge. This 
information is exploited to detect the existence and direction of 
any edges in the  picture. By comparing horizontal and vertical 
gradients of a djacent pixels  the appropriate direction of 
interpolation in so me pixel l ocation can be found. The 
information abo ut appropriate direction of interpolation is 
computed only for red and blue locations, in other word s, only 
for locations  where the green is m issing. The com puting of 
both gradients i s mentioned in [6]. The full-re solution green 
color channel i s recons tructed according to the res ult of 
comparing both gradients for each pixel locatio n. Having the 
full-resolution green channel, th e red and blue f ull-resolution 
color channels are com puted b y exploiting  the sub-band 
correlation. Th e m issing red or blue inform ation placed a t 
green position is com puted with the help adjacen t original red 
or blue infor mation, respectively . Thus, the mi ssing red  
information placed in the RG ro w is  com puted i n horizontal 
direction and the missing blue information at the same position 
is com puted in vertical dire ction. The red or  blue missin g 
values placed at  blue or red position are recons tructed by the 
same directed interpolation  as  the gree n color. After 
reconstructing the full-resolution red and blue color channel, 
the full-color image is created. 

The last step of this algorithm is a refining step. In this step 
the interpolation artifacts are reduced. Menon in [6] mentioned 
the interpolation artifacts  affect mostly high frequency  content 
of each pixel. Correction of thes e artifacts  is  carried out b y 
exploiting an in ter-channel corr elation of the three primary  
colors and separating low- a nd high-frequency component s in  
each pixel and r eplacing the hig h frequencies of the unknown  
component with the high frequen cies of the Bay er component, 
which is known. In each pixel, the low-frequency component is 
kept unchanged since these com ponents of the c olor channels 
are less correlated then the hig h-frequency co mponents. For  
detailed explanation see [6]. 

 

2.4. Demosaicing with gradient edge detection 
mask and adaptive heterogeneity projection 

This approach proposed b y Ch ung [7]  utilizes  an inter-
channel corr elation, fur thermore explo its the  inform ation 
about edges ob tained directly  from mosaic image for the  
decision, which  chooses the pixels to be used for the to 
interpolation of missing value. Firstly, the information about 
the horizontal, v ertical and both diagonal (45o, 325o) edges is  
calculated from the luminance by special proper  convolution  
core (the size of the core is 5 x 5) composed of combination of 
the luminance core (see in Figur e 2) with  Sobel operator used 
for specific dir ection (horizon tal, v ertical or diagonal); for 
more details  ab out the core de sign s ee in [7] . The s pecial 
convolution cor e is applied dir ectly on the mosaic image so 
that the information about edges contained in the luminance is 
computed in on e step. B y app lying the special convolution  
core, th e four full-resolution images containin g information  
about the edges in four directions are created. The next step is 
the computation of he terogeneity pro jection for  the  mosaic 

image. The projection is realized by running two 1D Laplacian 
operators, first for horizon tal and second on e for ver tical 
directions. Each of two projections uses proper a mask size for 
each pixel position; the size of the 1D m ask varies according 
the location of the pix el in question from 5 – 11 pixels. If the 
pixel is lo cated on the horizon tal oriented edg e, th e mask 
computed for h orizontal pro jection will be larg e; oth erwise, 
the m ask will be sm all. Aft er com puting ho rizontal and  
vertical hetero geneity project ion, th e gre en chann el is  
reconstructed. According to this projection, the calcu lation of 
missing green value considers  three cases: 1) horizon tal 
variation, see in  Figure 4  (a)  , 2) vertical v ariation, see in  
Figure 4 (b), 3) the other variation, see in Figure 4 (c). 
 

 
The arrows in  Figure 4 den ote th e pixels used for the 
reconstruction o f cen tral missing value. In  orde r to estimate 
the missing green value more accurately from its four adjacent 
pixels, the fou r proper weig hts depending  on gradien t 
information (inf ormation obtai ned from mosa ic i mage by 
using special pr oper convolutio n core) are assigned to four 
corresponding spectral-correlation terms to aff ect their impact 
on reconstructed green value; for more details refer to [7]. For 
computation o f four weights , o ne c entral and  eight adjacent 
pixels are used. After green  channel recon struction, the 
remaining red and blue chann els are es timated. The re d 
missing value at blue position is computed from four adjacen t 
spectral-correlation term s with four proper weights; in th is 
case the information from the heterogeneity pro jection is not  
exploited, therefore, th e ca lculation cons iders o nly on e cas e 
shown in Figur e 5.  The blu e m issing values  at the red  
positions are computed by following the same strategy. 
 

 
 

3. The preparation for testing 
This chap ter d eals with th e de finition o f s ynthetic test ing 
image, the d escription of use d obje ctive cr iteria used for  
performance evaluation and th e descr iption o f subjective 
testing. 

3.1. The generating of synthetic images 
The monochromatic s ynthetic image (226x2 26 pix els) is 
composed of 16  boxes; see in  Figure 6 (a). Each box h as size 

 
Figure 5: The computation of missing red value on the 

blue position. 

       
              (a)                           (b)                          (c) 

Figure 4: Three possible cases of calculation missing 
green value, 

(a) horizontal variation, 
(b) vertical variation, 

(c) other variation. 
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50x50 points. The rows from  th e top  con tains horizontal, 
diagonal 45° , d iagonal 135° and ve rtical d irection of  spatial 
frequency component. The colu mns from the right contains 
concrete s patial frequ encies; fs/2, fs/4, fs/6, fs/8, where  fs 
denotes th e s ampling raster  fr equency. In oth er words, the 
boxes on the right side co ntain the high est fr equency 
component which can be captured. The Figure 6 (c) shows the 
modulo spectr a of monochromatic  s ynthetic image shown in 
Figure 6  ( a). You c an see  th e p eaks in position 1/2 , 1/4,  1 /6 
and 1/8 represents the mentioned spatial frequencies contained 
in the synthetic testing image. After sampling testing image by 
the B ayer CF A (Figure 1  (a))  the mosaic image is  created 
(Figure 6 (b)) . Due to the frequencies higher than 1/4, there is 
an aliasing effect in the mosaic image, see in Figure 6 (d). The 
frequencies generated by aliasing must be eliminated to enable 
the correct reconstruction.  

3.2. Objective criteria 
Two objective criteria were used for performance evaluation, 
CPSNR and.SSIM. 

3.2.1. CPSNR 

The color peak signal to noise ratio expressed in dB gives the 
quality of r econstructed im age in t erms of the r atio be tween 
the maximum possible power o f a signal and the power of  
corrupting noise that af fects th e fidelity of its  r epresentation. 
This metric is computed as follows 

 
2

10
255CPSNR 10log
CMSE
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (1) 

where CMSE is obje ctive par ameter Mean Square Error for 
color images calculated according the equation 

( ) ( )( )
M‐1 N‐1 2ch ch

Orig Rec
i 0 j 0 chÎCh

1CMSE I i,j ‐I i,j
3MN

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑∑∑ ,  (2) 

where M, N denotes the sizes of  image in vertical, horizontal 
direction, r espectively. Ch = {r, g, b}; Ir

Orig(i, j), Ig
Orig(i, j), 

Ib
Orig(i, j) denotes the thr ee colo r components  of  the pix el at 

location (i, j) in th e origin al im age; Ir
Rec(i, j), Ig

Rec(i, j), 
Ib

Rec(i, j) denotes the thr ee colo r components o f the p ixel at 
location (i, j) in the reconstructed image. 

3.2.2. SSIM 

The Structural similarity index, SSIM, compares local patterns 
of pix el in tensities tha t ar e no rmalized for  luminance and  

contrast. Wang [8]  cl aims th at a m easure of s tructural 
information change can pr ovide a good appr oximation o f 
perceived image distortion. B y exploring th e structural 
information in  the im age th e influence of  il lumination is 
separated. I llumination c an a ffect th e lum inance and the  
contrast in  th e im age, bu t the stru ctural information is 
independent on  it. The ch ange of al l th ree ch aracteristics of  
image, luminance, contr ast an d s tructural inf ormation c an 
affect the qu ality of fin al im age. Des pite this , the per ceived 
quality of image is  most dependen t on  the structural 
information. Fo r m ore d etails, see  in  [8] . The SSIM is  
computed as follows  

( ) ( )( )
( )( )

p p p p

p p p p

x y 1 x y 2
p p 2 2 2 2

x y 1 x y 2

2µ µ C 2σ C
SSIM x ,y

µ µ C σ σ C
, (3) 

where xp, yp are weighted windows (size 11x11) from original 
image and reconstructed image at position p, respectively. The 
circular s ymmetric we ighting G aussian fun ction is used , for  
more deta ils se e in [8] . C1=(K1·L)2, C2 = (K2 · L)2, w here 
K1 = 0,01, K2 = 0,03 and L de notes t he dy namic r ange o f t he 
pixel values; in terms of 8bit grayscale image L = 255. 
 For overal l im age qua lity, th e mean SSIM ind ex is  
used 

( ) ( )
M

Orig Rec p p
p 1

1MSSIM I ,I SSIM x ,y
M ∑ , (4) 

where IOrig and IRec is origina l and reconstructed color image, 
respectively. 

3.3. Subjective testing 
In order to get some initial estimate of re al subjective quality 
evaluation the  preliminary s ubjective testin g has been 
performed. The subj ective te sting procedure h as been  don e 
according to the modified ITU-R Rec. BT-500 in the version 
of DSCQS method. The applied approach has been simplified  
and the results are preliminary at the moment and we pl an to 
perform detailed  subjective test s in consequent work. So far  
altogether f ive observers  have be en evaluating the  
experimental results of tested demosaicing  procedures. The 
scale from 0 to 5 has been used for the quality evaluation. The 
subjective results are demonstrated in Figure 7. 
 

 
(a)  (b)  (c)   (d) 

Figure 6: Testing image, 
(a) monochromatic testing image, 
(b) mosaic image of testing image, 

(c) modulo spectra of testing image, 
(d) modulo spectra of mosaic image, the effect of aliasing is evident. 
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4. Results 
To evaluate th e algorithm perf ormance itself among four 
concerned algorithms, none o f them uses an y postprocessing 
embedded r efinement sch eme; the Hirakawa’s algorithm [5]  
and Menon’s algorithm [6] was edited for this purpose. 

The reco nstructed t esting im age is shown in  th e Figure . 
The performance computed according the PSNR and S SIM is 
mentioned in Table 1. Chung’s algorithm [7]  gives the h igher 
results in  t erms of  PSNR and SSIM. In te rms of subje ctive 
testing, the assessors found no di fference between Hirakawa’s 
[5] and Chung’s [7] algorithm. The most significant difference 
in evaluation is  in the case of  Menon’ s algorithm [6] ; see 
Figure 7. 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
The Chung’s algorithm [7] was able to reconstruct the most of 
boxes con taining the diagonal frequ ency components with 
lower level of  color artifacts. The algor ithms [5] , [6] , [7] 
handle th e r econstruction of  h orizontal and  v ertical s patial 
frequency components ex cept the fin est on es ( right top and 
bottom box). The frequency contained in these two boxes was 
higher th an th e sampling frequencies of r ed and blue B ayer 
sampling ra sters. In the  ca se of the horizon tal or  vertical 
directions, there is no informati on about str ipes in red o r blue 
sub-sampled ch annels, in oth er words, the aliasing ef fect is  
presented in both sub-sampled channels (see in Figure 6 (b)). 
Therefore these parts of testing images are very difficult to be 

reconstructed correctly. Note, that the Hirakawa’ s [5]  and  
Menon’s [6]  algorithm was able to r econstruct always one o f 
the mentioned boxes except the horizontal and vertical stripes 
containing f alse color , r espectively. None of the selected  
algorithms was able to reconstruct the finest details in terms of 
horizontal and vertical direction. In th e case of f inest details, 
there are green-purple strips in all cases. The boxes containing 
the diagonal frequency at fs/6 was reconstructed with the green 
color artifacts. Alleyson’s algorithm [3] gives almost identical 
results in th e case of re constructed box es as  the bi linear 
interpolation in spite of  Alleyson’s algorithm overcomes th e 
performance of the bilinear interpolation. 

Finally we can conclude tha t the best performance in  the 
case of reconstr uction spatial fr equency components exhib its 
Chung’s algorithm described in [7] . On the other hand , this 
algorithm is not able to compute correctly the areas containing 
the hor izontal and vertical fr equencies at fs/2 i n contr ast to  
algorithms proposed by Hirakawa [5] and Menon [6]. Each of 
them was abl e to re construct t he fin est de tails onl y in  on e 
direction, see in Figure 8 (b ), (c). The diagonal frequency  at 
fs/6 was not reconstructed even by any algorithm.  
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